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Nikon prostaff 3-9x40 matte nikoplex

© 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its partners Precision, Precision, Durability, and Reliability are the right words to describe this Nikommn 3-9x40 range. The model provides a 3 to 9x magnification that gives you a clear idea of the actual size of the intended object. This Nikon device is the right choice for serious shooters and hunters who can assess its
optical quality and performance. The range weighs 13.7 ounces and is 12.3 inches. Maximum internal adjustment Max display field at 100yd. Effective objective diameter Maximum view field in 100yd. Thanks, we'll check it out. Product #: 579365 Manufacturer #: 6310 or 6322 UPC #: 018208063222 Videos (3) Dual connect Nikon ProStaff rifle ranges are the
ideal choice for serious hunter. With multi-paneled lenses and 1/4 MOA press windage and height adjustments. ProStaff ranges are waterproof, fog-resistant, shockproof and covered under Nikon's full lifetime warranty. All Nikon products include nikon USA's full or limited warranty. Nikon 3-9x40 Nikon PROSTAFF No Fault Warranty Nikon Ranges Note:
Prices, specifications and availability are subject to change without notice. We reserve the right to correct typographical, photographic and/or descriptive errors. This product has been archived and the PROSTAFF line of guns will help you get on target and stay on target, in almost any condition. The entire PROSTAFF rifle series combines Nikon's fully
multiple optical system, instant zero-reset turrets and spot shoes. Whether you're shooting with a rifle, shotgun or rimfire, you can rest easy knowing that Nikon will never cut corners on optics, roughness or precision. Matches the place in custom turrets. The BDC butler allows hunters to hold 'super-dead' in ranges exceeding those previously thought
possible. The BDC's unique breaker ballistic circuits offer an incredible advantage for long-range shots - but allow for a normal visual image for shorter-term shots, with the crosshairs itself as the point of intent. Nikoplex is a traditional reticle flex. Multiple layers of anti-reflective coating maximize the gearbox, brightness and contrast of an extra-bright image.
Built of aircraft-grade aluminum with a hard Surface III finish for maximum weight-force ratio and optimal roughness. Positive 1/4-inch pressing adjustment resets you faster and keeps you set even with heavy wire. The versatile magnification range offers the flexibility needed for any type of hunting mode, from heavy wood to open willow. O ring is sealed to
prevent moisture from entering the body and nitrogen purified to absolute edict against thermal shock. Shockproof construction shrugs her shoulders through hard wire and rough use. Excludes products lost or stolen and intentionally incurred LCD images, video and photo tying are for illustration purposes only. For a complete list of technical specifications,
see the product guide. Precise accessories, positive pressure 1/4-MOA reticle adjustments to get you zero quickly and maintain your setting, even with heavy shaking. PROSTAFF P3 also includes aluminum construction for improved durability. Turret hats, zoom ring and viewfind focus share an ergonomic knurling design. Nikon ProStaff 3-9x40mm
Riflescope, Matt w/ Nikoplex Reticle 6721 Objective Lens Diameter: 40, Magnification: 3 - 9, Reticle: Nikoplex, Tube Diameter: 1, Reticle Focal Plane: Second Focal Aircraft (SFP), Student Exit: 4.4 - 13.3, Field of Vision, Linear: 11.3 - 33.8, Eye Relief: 3.6, Color: Black, Weight: 29.54, Fabric/Material: Aluminum alloy Matching Type: MOA, Pressure
Adjustment Value: 0.25, Adjustment Range: 80, Lens Material: Glass, Waterproof Level: Waterproof, Shockproof: Yes, Fog Resistant: Yes, Finish: Matte, Magnification Type: Variable, Condition: New. He's here at OpticsPlant with fantastic discounts! Please also check out more options for Nikon Prostaff 3-9x40 Riflescope, 1in Tube. Purchase your new
Nikon ProStaff ProStaff 3-9x40mm Riflescope, Matt w/Nikoplex Reticle 6721 from OpticsPlanet today and you will appreciate the easy checkout process, fantastic customer service, free shipping policies and information on easy tracking your order. Features of Nikon Prostaff 3-9x40 Matte Rifle: Nikon Lifetime Full Warranty 100% Waterproof / Fogproof Multi-
Coating Optics for Up to 90% Nikon Light Transmission Against Accurate Multicoating Reflection, Repeat, 1/4 MOA reticle matches full O-ring sealed BDC (drop ball compensates) reticle for easy holding out 600 meters (magnum calibers) available in package content: Nikon Prostaff 3-9x40 Water Rifle Resistant w/BDC Reticle ©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc.
Inc.
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